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Again, no evil habitude of humanity so depraves the nature, so
deadens the moral sense, and obliterates the distinctions between
right and wrong, as common, licentious indulgence. Particularly
is this true of women, the citadel of whose character is virtue;
when that is lost, all is gone; her love of justice, sense of character,
and regard for truth. She esteems herself as put to the ban of so-
ciety, and as incapable of deeper degradation.

-Eugenius A. Nisbet'

Laws prohibiting spoken and written obscenity did not appear on the
statute books of Georgia until after the Civil War. A few states had ob-
scenity laws of various sorts before 1860, and the court reports indicated an
occasional conviction and appeal. Georgia, however, and most of the other
states maintained a judicial and legislative silence on the subject until
after the conclusion of hostilities in 1865. Obscene pictures and books were
no doubt available in Georgia before the war, but whatever the amount,
the public conscience did not demand suppression.2

The years following the Civil War contained a strange blend of inter-
acting social forces. The Georgia countryside lay defeated and impover-
ished in 1865, and the hard times quickened the individualistic ethic of
personal behavior which had begun to take hold in many Southern church
congregations before the war. Community leaders emphasized a strict code
regulating one's relations with his neighbor, and many of the rules of
socially proper behavior eased their way into the sections of the Penal Code.

Coupled with and closely related to the strengthened individualistic ethic
was the revivalist movement which swept through the South and much
of the rest of the country during the last third of the nineteenth century.
The gospel preached was a gospel of personal salvation, based on a re-
birth and re-awakening of Puritan values. The typical Southerner imagined
himself dangling over a pit of fiery damnation, redeemed from everlasting
and painful punishment only by a God who judged and weighed every

*A.B., Davidson College, 1964; M.A., Princeton University 1966; Ph.D., 1967.
1. Camp v. State, 2 Ga. 417, 422 (1847).
2. For background on obscenity statutes and litigation in the United States, see Lock-

hart and McClure, Literature, the Law of Obscenity, and the Constitution, 38 MINN.
L. REV. 295 (1954); Lockhart and McClure, Censorship of Obscenity: The Develop-
ing Constitutional Standards, 45 MINN. L. REV. 5 (1960) ; Schwartz, Criminal Obscenity
Law, 29 PENN. BAR ASS'N Q. 8 (1957); Note, Obscenity and the Supreme Court: Nine
Years of Confusion, 19 STAN. L. REV. 167 (1966).

A brief summary of the history of the British law of obscenity is found in Alpert.
Judicial Censorship of Obscene Literature, 52 HARV. L. REv. 40 (1938); see also, Wil-
liams, Obscenity in Modern English Law, 20 LAw & CONTEMP. PROB. 630 (1955).
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act on its merits. At the Day of Judgment one would surely want a surplus
of good credits by his name in the Book of Life.

Cohabiting with the revival of religious fervor and the individualistic
ethic was the prophecy of the New South. Industrialization required capital
and a concentrated labor force, and the resulting changes stretched the
rural habits and customs to the breaking point. Regeneration of the Puri-
tan values clashed with the tendencies in social living created by the ex-
panding city and the gradual disappearance of a heretofore dominant rural
culture.8

Along with the economic and social conditions peculiar to the South
after the Civil War was the Victorian influence of the period. The mood
was one of exceptional prudishness where sex and related topics were
unmentionable in polite society. An etiquette book of the era indicated
the extent of forbidden acts when the writer recommended segregation
of male and female authors on the bookshelves, unless they happened to
be married. Housewives even draped "the legs of tables and pianos . . . in

muslim frills in the interests of propriety."4

While the English were exporting their prudishness to the New World,
Anthony Comstock entered the picture on this side of the Atlantic to legis-
late as civic duty what the English had only recommended as social re-
sponsibility. The United States Government had banned importation of
obscene matter as early as 1842, and the first mail prohibition law had
appeared in 1865. Federal legislation, however, did not cut its teeth until
Comstock campaigned for an amendment in 1873 and won.5 Offering his
services to his country, he led the army of censors against sin-filled obscen-
ity. And he encouraged the female urge for "podsnappery," the outlawing
of words and acts which would cause the fairer sex to blush.6

With the prevailing mood one of purification of the nation, even the
casual observer of the day should not have been surprised when the Georgia

3. "Of all forms of sex censorship, that of the individual psyche which sees to it that
some things simply cannot be said, even to oneself-is undoubtedly the most effective.
It is truly effective, however, only for those tradition-bound societies in which sexual
inhibitions are more or less uniformly shared. The modern world, where more than
one set of assumptions exist about what is and is not to be allowed, can make sex
censorship of literature and the arts a subject of heated dispute. Censorship as an
issue, in other words, is almost by definition a by-product of class rivalry. It arises
along the shared boundaries between two or more antagonistic schools of thought;
and in societies like our own, where law has replaced the rule of universally accepted
custom, it is inevitably (though not always successfully) dealt with by law." Larrabee,
The Cultural Context of Sex Censorship, 20 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 672, 673 (1955).

4. Lloyd, Obscenity and the Law, 9 CURRtENT LEG. PROB. 75, 78 (1956).
5. Ample background is provided in H. BROWN & LEECH, ANTHONY COMSTOCK: ROUNDS-

MAN OF THE Loan (1927). The applicable federal statutes have not prohibited the
printing or selling of obscene materials, but only the mailing or importation of them.
18 US.C. §§1461-1465 (1964). See also Balter, Some Observations Concerning the
Federal Obsecenity Statutes, 8 S. CAL. L. Rxv. 267 (1935); de Grazia, Obscenity and
the Mail: A Study of Administrative Restraint, 20 LAW CONTEMP. PROB. 608 (1955);
Comment, Obscenity and the Post Office, 27 Cm. L. REv. 354 (1960).

6. Foster, The "Comstock Load"--Obscenity and the Law, 48 J. CRiM. L.C.&P.S. 245
(1957).
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legislature during the 1865-1866 session forbade obscene and vulgar lan-
guage in the presence of females. Nor was it out of keeping with the times
for the same body in the 1878-1879 session to pass the state's first act against
the possession and sale of obscene matter.7

What precipitated the second piece of legislation? Did the legislature
view with alarm an increasing amount of obscene matter circulating within
the state? Was the Georgia act simply a part of a national trend, in the
wake of Comstock's ferocious campaigning for righteousness at the federal
level? Or, was the act passed merely to appease an out-spoken and vocal
church group in Georgia, without a sense of seriousness among the legisla-
tors themselves? Evidence for a proven conclusion was lacking, but the
chances were that all three factors spurred the General Assembly toward
obscenity legislation 6f some sort.

Interestingly, the act contained no definition of "obscene," though the
statute spoke of material which tended "to debauch the morals" and that
which was "obscene." Apparently, the two were separate mental entities,
at least to the drafter of the statute, though not necessarily to any other
representative or senator who voted for it. As was often the case, however,
the legislature placed a series of words in the statute books and left to the
courts the task of infusing meaning into them.

The statute prohibiting obscene speech in the presence of females proved
from the start to be more litigious than the act prohibiting the sale of
obscene matter. Perhaps the Georgians of this period were more apt to
lose their tempers around ladies than they were to indulge their minds in
reading and pictorial matter which the courts might consider obscene. In
any case, the offended female was more likely to report a verbal violation
of her dignity than was Junior to testify against the man from whom he
had purchased a forbidden book, now so carefully hidden in the bureau
drawer. The women, then, brought the charges, as did their male escorts
who were often more inclined to litigate than to fight at the sound of a
vicious insult. Faced with this situation, the courts soon found themselves
plagued with interpretative problems with the first statute rather than
with the second. They hacked the state's law of obscenity from the short
tempers of males and from the thin hide of females.

In four cases, all within 40 years of each other, the Georgia Supreme
Court molded the state's law of obscenity in a form which lasted essentially

7. "Any person who shall, without provocation, use to or of another, and in his presence,
opprobrious words, or abusive, language tending to cause a breach of the peace, or
who shall in like manner, use obscene and vulgar language in the presence of a
female, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor .... Ga. Laws 1865-1866, p. 233; GA. CODE
1867, §4306.

"If any person shall bring, or cause to be brought into this State for sale or ex-
hibition, or shall sell or offer to sell, or shall give away or offer to give away, or
having possession thereof, shall knowingly exhibit to another any indecent pictorial
newspaper tending to debauch the morals, or any indecent or obscene book .... such
person so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Ga. Laws 1878-1879, p. 163;
GA. CODE 1882, §537.
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unchanged until the Roth8 decision by the United States Supreme Court

in 1957. The Georgia court's first discourse on obscenity concerned words

rather than printed material, 9 for in 1870 one Dillard reportedly asked

Mary Sanders to go to bed with him. Mrs. Sanders promptly called her

husband, but Dillard denied the proposition and told Mrs. Sanders that

she was a "God-damned liar." A jury found Dillard guilty of violating the

statute prohibiting obscene language in the presence of a female.

For such an apparently simple case, the state's supreme court was strange-

ly divided. Each of the three justices wrote a separate opinion, although

each agreed that Dillard had run afoul of the law. justice McVay launched

into an explanation of the act, presenting a contextual approach to the

question of determining the obscene. For him, the intent of the legislature

included "the thoughts or idea the words are intended to convey." Any

word in the language, however "low or vulgar," could convey "proper

and decent ideas."' 0

[lt is a mawkish and really an indelicate and immodest sensitive-
ness that blushes at a word which may be used obscenely, but
which the occasion and the context shows not to be so used. Words
get their point and meaning almost entirely from the time, place,
circumstances and intent with which they are used, and it seems to
us a very unfair interpretation of this clause of the Code to say,
that it is directed simply against the use of certain words which
are by common consent banished from decent society. If there
are any such words in our language they are very few, and as we
have said, even they are only obscene and vulgar accordingly as
they convey obscene and vulgar ideas."

Obscenity, in other words, depended on the context. But lest Dillard think

he was about to go free, Justice McVay added quickly that Dillard's re-

mark in context would even "be a coarse and vulgar phrase among vicious

and vulgar people." Not only Was Dillard's thought improper, but his

choice of words was obscene in its suggestion.' 2

justice Warner concurred with McVay, and elaborated on his colleague's

opinion. "The intention of the defendant in using the language, as well

8. Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957). The new test announced by Justice
Brennan in Roth was a narrow one: "Whether to the average person, applying con-
temporary community standards, the dominant theme of the material taken as a
whole appeals to prurient interest." Id. at 489. Through the fourteenth amendment,
this test was applicable to the states. Other important federal cases prior to Roth
included: Butler v. Michigan, 352 U.S. 380 (1957); Doubleday v. United States, 335
U.S. 848 (1948); Winters v. New York, 333 U.S. 507 (1948); United States v. One
Book Called "Ulysses," 5 F. Supp. 182 (S.D.N.Y. 1933); United States v. Kennerley,
209 F. 119 (S.D.N.Y. 1913); United States v. Bennett, 24 F. Cas. 1093, (No. 14,571)
(S.D.N.Y. 1879).

9. Dillard v. State, 41 Ga. 278 (1870).
10. Id. at 280.
11. Id. Lockhart and McClure advocated a "contextual" or "variable" approach as op-

posed to an "absolute" approach for federal obscenity standards in 1954. Lockhart
and McClure, Literature, the Law of Obscenity, and the Constitution, 38 MINN.
L. REV. 295 (195).

12. Dillard v. State, 41 Ga. 278, 281, (1870).
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as the purpose for which he used it, necessarily makes it both obscene and
vulgar on his part .... " Regardless of his words, Dillard was guilty when
he intended to convey "an obscene and vulgar proposition. ' '13

Chief Justice Brown, a former governor of Georgia, agreed that Dillard
should go to jail, but for a different reason. Brown held him guilty for his
profanity, not for the obscene remark, the former being classified as op-
probrious and abusive language. Brown was unwilling to accept the con-
textual framework offered by McVay and Warner. "[T]he language 'go
to bed with me' is in itself neither obscene nor vulgar, and has never be-
fore been so held in any court, as far as I know or believe." 14 For the Chief
Justice, Dillard's intent was plain: the defendant intended the statement
as an invitation to violate chastity. No statute, however, made such an
intent criminal. "[I] am aware of no provision in the Penal Code making
it criminal to submit such a proposition if nothing more is done." 15 While
he thought the proposition ought to be criminal, he did not feel free to
make it so by construction. Like some critics of the Ginzburgl6 decision
by the United States Supreme Court almost a century later, Brown ex-
claimed that, "Language, to be indictable . . . must be obscene and vulgar
in its ordinary acceptation, and must convey an obscene and vulgar idea
.. "..17 The indictment was insufficient if the words were decent in and
of themselves but conveyed an obscene and vulgar idea only in this par-
ticular set of circumstances.

In the Dillard case, the justices were split between absolute and con-
textual obscenity.'5 For McVay and Warner, words were obscene depending
on their context and the particular meaning intended. That is, obscenity
varied with the circumstances so that "go to bed with me" was an obscene
expression if the speaker intended sexual intercourse. Chief Justice Brown,
on the other hand, was very much opposed to the majority interpretation,
which he felt made the criminal definition of the obscene dangerously
broad, subject more to judicial whims than to popular consensus.

None of the three justices, however, attempted to define obscenity, though
one would have thought definition a logical spot from which to begin.
Most likely, McVay, Warner, and Brown had a common understanding of
what obscenity included, and if questioned by a twentieth century analyst,
would have designated words which trod too lustily on the subject of sex.
The disagreement arose when one judge wished to limit the statute to
common "four-letter" words, while the two decided to include any word
which had a "four-letter" connotation.

13. Id. at 281 (emphasis added).
14. Id. at 282.
15. Id.
16. Ginzburg v. United States, 383 US. 463 (1966). In Ginzburg, Justice Brennan offered

a "variable" or "contextual" test for determining obscenity.
17. Dillard v. State, 41 Ga. 278, 283 (1870).
18. For a full treatment on the differences in the two approaches, see Lockhart and

McClure, Censorship of Obscenity: The Developing Constitutional Standards, 45
MINN. L REv. 5 (1960).
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The only conviction for selling obscene literature reviewed by the
Georgia Supreme Court before 1900 provided the justices another oppor-
tunity to grapple with the meaning of obscenity. In 1884, Montross at-
tempted to establish a sales outlet in Atlanta for the National Police
Gazette.19 Somewhat uncertain of the publication's chances against the
state's obscenity law, Montross gave a copy of the paper to the chief of
Police, to initiate a test case. His generosity cost him $1000 in city court.
In defense, Montross claimed that the Gazette was not obscene and that
its pictures and stories were no worse than many published daily in The
Atlanta Constitution. The trial judge, however, refused to permit Mon-
tross to demonstrate his contention to the jury.

On appeal the supreme court had no doubt that the jury had decided
correctly. Justice Hall exclaimed, almost exasperatedly, that the Gazette
was "indecent, with an unmistakable tendency to vitiate the public taste
and debauch the public morals." The evidence left the jury no alterna-
tive, for "it required the finding."20

Hall also approved the trial court's refusal to permit Montross to dem-
onstrate his point that the articles and pictures contained within the Gazette
represented no harsh departure from the journalistic standards maintained
by one of the city's leading newspapers. Montross wanted to illustrate
graphically that the Gazette and its contents were not in sharp contrast
with Atlanta's community standards-if one measured community stand-
ards by what the community tolerated. The Atlanta Constitution, Mon-
tross claimed, published sordid stories but was not under the ban of the
statute. Why, then, should he be on trial for doing much the same thing?

Justice Hall was unimpressed by Montross's argument. "To have suf-
fered this defendant to roam through the wide field of vulgar, erotic litera-
ture and obscene pictorial illustrations," Hall said, "and to parade before
the court and country nude pictures, designed to excite passions, and
lascivious and wanton articles taken from the daily press" would have
been an abuse of the statute itself. Moreover, such a display "would have
been pandering to and encouraging the very evil which the statute then
being enforced was designed to suppress." 21 Surely, no respectable magis-
trate "could for a moment tolerate a spectacle so gross and outrageous."22

The Georgia statute was broad in its scope and the supreme court had
no difficulty justifying Montross's conviction. Even if matter was not
obscene, the act prohibited its distribution if the material tended to de-
bauch morals. Possibly some judges accepted "debauching morals" as a
definition of obscenity, though others perhaps felt that matter might
debauch without being obscene. For these, the obscene was probably limited
to improper sexual references, while the tendency to debauch might in-

19. Montross v. State, 72 Ga. 261 (1884).
20. Id. at 266.
21. Id. at 267.
22. Id. at 268.
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clude any material which judges found to have an "unfavorable" impact
on the community. Thus, gory descriptions of homicides and the like
might come under the broader ban. But even with the Montross case which
squarely presented the supreme court with obscene printed matter, the
justices dealt with the question without offering a specified definition of
obscenity. Again, the reason for the silence was not hard to fathom: they
simply saw no point in defining terms which they felt everyone understood.
Too, given the importance commentators placed on definitions of obscen-
ity in later years, one had to be cautious not to identify his concerns with
those of judges of an earlier day. To these men, the obscene and the de-
bauching were simply materials which they found contrary to prevailing
standards of decency and propriety. Whether the prevailing standards were
as high as the judges thought would be open to doubt, but the proclaimed
standards of decency were probably those which the jurists wished to see
practiced.

23
The first definition of obscenity in a Georgia appellate opinion ap-

peared in Holcombe v. State,24 a case reviewed in 1908 by the newly
created Georgia Court of Appeals.2 5 The circumstances surrounding the
contested conviction would have seemed trivial to a sophisticated Easterner
of the time, but to the shocked citizens of Cartersville the protection of
female sensibilities was at stake.

Holcombe and several other ministers were conducting revival services
in the Cartersville Tabernacle. On the concluding day, a Sunday, the
ministers led some 3000 persons in a morning worship service, and Hol-
combe announced a second service at 2:30 p.m. for men only. A large
percentage of the throng had come to the meetings from the countryside
around Cartersville, and, since the weather was bad, the ministers had dif-
ficulty clearing the females from the hall by the appointed afternoon hour.
One especially large woman remained near the front with her back to the
rostrum when Holcombe made the final call for the ladies to leave. Ac-
cording to the prosecution, he shouted, "You woman with the big fat
rump pointed towards me, get out of the way." Despite stringent denials
by Holcombe, the offended lady preferred charges against the preacher.

23. In the Queen v. Hicklin, L.R. 3 Q.B. 360 (1868), Chief Justice Cockburn's famous,
or infamous, test for British law rested on "whether the tendency of the matter
charged as obscenity is to deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such
immoral influences and into whose hands a publication of this sort may fall." Id. at
371. The Hicklin test was some 16 years old when Justice Hall delivered his
opinion in Montross, but the court failed to incorporate the test, explicitly at least,
into Georgia law, as was becoming the practice in other American jurisdictions.

24. 5 Ga. App. 47, 62 S.E. 647 (1908).
25. Judge Arthur Powell later recorded his memories of the creation and early years of

the court of appeals. The Birth of the Court of Appeals of Georgia, 2 Georgia Re-
view 144 (1948).
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The trustees of the Tabernacle were horrified at Holcombe's indiscretion,
and the community was in an uproar.26

In his opinion for the court of appeals, Judge Powell was no lessshocked
and dismayed by the words from the lips of an ordained minister and
considered the language clearly obscene and vulgar. However, Powell
realized that earlier decisions, specifically Dillard in 1870, had limited the
obscene to improper sexual references. Such a meaning was too restrictive
for the judge, and a step beyond Montross was needed. Rejecting a defini-
tion suggested by counsel that would limit obscene language to that sug-
gestive of sexual intercourse, or tending to excite lewdness or debauch the
public morals, Powell turned instead to a broader one:2 7

The word 'obscene' means 'offensive to the senses; repulsive;
disgusting; foul; filthy; offensive to modesty or decency; impure;
unchaste; indecent; lewd.' 28

This excerpt from The Century Dictionary covered "foul words which
would reasonably offend the sense of modesty and decency of the woman
or women, or any of them, in whose presence the words are spoken ...."29
Common knowledge clearly indicated that Holcombe's choice of words
would shock any modest and decent woman.

Powell was well aware that the federal courts had not given "obscene"
such a broad meaning in the postal statute. Even Anthony Comstock had
not gone so far. But Judge Powell did not claim universality for his defini-
tion, any more than he expected the federal interpretation to be state law
in Georgia. The statute was adapted to the sensibilities and temperament
of Georgians. The statute, briefly, protected modesty.

Modesty, that 'kind of quick and delicate feeling in the soul, the
exquisite sensibility that warns a woman to shun the first appear-
ance of everything hurtful,' is, according to the mind of the average
citizen of Georgia, as needful and legitimate a subject-matter of
protection from invasions as those more familiar subjects of pro-
tection through criminal statutes-life, liberty, and property.30

Of course, Judge Powell thought that the statute existed to protect
public morals, but the law also protected the values of modesy which most
citizens held dear. To assure everyone that Holcombe's language came
within the purview of the act, Powell suggested that one quote

26. In testimony at the trial, Holcombe dedared that he had said "rump" because it
rhymed with "hump." Judge Fite, a local supreme court judge and a trustee of the
tabernacle, testified to the contrary. Holcombe v. State, 5 Ga. App. 47, 54-55, 62 S.E.
647, 650 (1908).

27. Judges spoke of obscenity, immorality, and the debauching of public morals: "Lan-
guage that can close and open like an umbrella, depending on whether the particiular
individuals involved choose to make it do so." James M. Landis, "A Lawyer Looks at
Censorship," Protection of Public Morals Through Censorship (New York, 1953),
p. 2.

28. Holcombe v. State, 5 Ga. App. 47, 50, 62 S.E. 647, 648 (1908).
29. Id.
30. Id. at 50, 62 S.E. at 648-49.
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the language to his different male acquaintances as he meets them
in the varying stations of life, and asking them if they would
consider it obscene or vulgar to use that language in the presence
of ladies.31

The judge requested that the doubter consult prevailing community stand-
ards to discover whether Preacher Holcombe's remark was decent and
acceptable. If the words were not, they constituted a violation of the act.

Powell's expansive concept of obscenity dealt with what today one
would call "public decency." Shouting obscenities on the street or from
the pulpit, however, was not the same as printing them in a book. In the
first instance, the most sensitive pedestrian or church-goer received an
unavoidable shock, but in the second, the person read at his own choice
and was free to close the book if the language became too immodest. The
judges, then, hammered out the meaning and extent of obscenity on the
public display of our words and improper deeds. The result was to forge
the state's law of written obscenity on the same anvil with the law of public
indecency. The words in the respective statutes were similar, but the ap-
plicable situations often could not be more dissimilar.

Two years after the court of appeals soundly rebuked Preacher Hol-
combe for his indiscreet remarks from the rostrum, the same court en-
countered another curious case of public indecency which precipitated
another discourse of the law of obscenity. One Redd and several associates
had charge of a cow in heat with which they were to match a bull. They
put the cow in pasture, tied her to the fence next to a public road and
brought in the bull. The copulation occurred in plain view of the highway
and in plain sight of a woman and several young children about 30 feet
across the road. The bull's stud services cost his owner a conviction, and
he appealed.

Judge Powell authored this opinion,3 2 and his remarks represented an
elaboration of his position in the Holcombe case of 1908. If Preacher Hol-
combe's glib greeting of the fat lady shocked Powell, Redd's encourage-
ment of public copulation between animals made the judge shudder. Sure-
ly, Redd's action was indecent, just as if

One should exhibit trained animals, say monkeys dressed as men
and women, and cause them to go through the act of sexual inter-
course in the presence of the audience. 33

Such a performance would tend to erode the public morals.
According to Judge Powell, an act of public indecency was one which

the citizens by common consent were not to do publicly.

A fair test to determine whether an act is notoriously indecent
within the purview of this law is to consider whether the general

31. Id. at 51, 62 S.E. at 649.
32. Redd v. State, 7 Ga. App. 575, 67 S.E. 709 (1910).
33. Id. at 579-80, 67 S.E. at 711.
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run of the citizenry of the state would readily recognize it as such
. . . and also whether it tends to debauch the morals.3 4

A thicket was less than 100 feet from the fence, and Powell could not
understand why Redd and his associates35 "even though they were pos-
sessed of less than normal sensibilities," failed to have the act accomplished
privately with but little trouble and inconvenience.

Leaving the bull in the bush for a moment, Judge Powell launched into
a discussion of obscenity statutes.

As tending to preserve chastity, society has erected as one of its
inviolable decencies that sexual intercourse, lawful or unlawful,
and all things directly suggestive of it, shall be kept private, and
has established that it is a shameful and an indecent thing for a
person of one sex, especially of the male sex, intentionally, pub-
licly, and unnecessarily to bring before the gaze or hearing of a
person of the opposite sex the act of sexual intercourse, or things
closely associated with it. Anything which tends to break down
this standard of decency tends to promote unchastity, and thereby
to debauch the public morals.3 6

If, supposed judge Powell, the state should allow one farmer to display
animal copulation on the highways, "[A]nother may lawfully bring his
beasts for the same purpose to the school grounds where children are as-
sembled or to the churchyard, while the congregation is there. '37 Even
Preacher Holcombe had not done so gross an act at the Cartersville Taber-
nacle.

Laws regulating what persons could display and speak about in public
rested on community standards of decency.

[Ift is true, as suggested by distinguished counsel for the plain-
tiffs in error, that, according to the construction here announced,
the patriarch Jacob standing at the public watering place and hold-
ing the striped rods before Laban's bulls, rams, and he-goats when
they leaped, in order that the young might be marked with stripes,
would have been guilty of public indecency. Perhaps so. But, as
able counsel for the state has replied, it will not do to measure
modem morals according to the standards of ancient and Biblical
times. King Solomon with his thousand wives would not have been
tolerated in 'Georgia; and King David, he the man after God's own
heart, could hardly justify his whole life according to the provi-
sions of the Penal Code of this state. Our standards of morals
have advanced since then, and our standards of decency have ad-
vanced accordingly.8 8

For Powell and his colleagues, "The times-the prevailing state of public
morality at the particular period-more than any other one thing, de-

34. Id. at 580, 67 S.E. at 711.
35. Id.
36. Id. at 581, 67 S.E. at 711.
37. Id.
38. Id. at 581-82, 67 S.E. at 711.
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ternine what decencies and indecencies of that particular day and gen-
eration shall be."'39 The court was not maintaining that the dominant
morality among Georgians of 1910 possessed a universal quality, but only
that the state was justified in giving legal force to the prevailing values
of the people. The state, then, was custodian of the morals of its people.4 0

Many things regarded (by law as well as by secular opinion)
a hundred years ago as being indecent are not so regarded now;
and, on the other hand, the present age has developed decencies
and indecencies unknown to or unobserved by our forefathers.4 1

After the Redd decision, the Georgia law of obscenity remained essential-
ly the same for 40 years. Judge Powell in his Holcombe and Redd opinions
had expanded the scope of obscenity from that announced by McVay in
the Dillard case of 1870. In Holcombe, the supreme court seemed inclined
to restrict obscenity to distasteful comments on sex, but by Powell's defini-
tion and application, the term mushroomed to include anything offensive
to chastity and modesty.

For the most part, the concept of obscenity in Georgia law developed
apart from adjudication on obscene literature. While this legal concept
would later find application in cases involving written matter, the judges
first gave meaning to the term in relation to acts of public indecency.4 2

As suggested, written material and public acts would present different
problems, but once the courts had fixed the meaning of obscenity in con-
nection with the latter, application to the former was all too easy when
the need arose. So, when in 1949 the court of appeals reviewed a conviction
for showing an obscene film, the judges harkened back to Holcombe, Redd,
and Montrose to find support for the trial court's ruling.43 Prevailing
standards of 1949 varied from those of 1910, but the principle remained
the same. If the motion picture ran contrary to the dominant standard
of decency, as seen by the judges and juries, an obscenity conviction was
required.

How is one to account for the scarcity of appellate court cases involving
written obscenity during the period prior to 1950? As with all explanation,
speculation plays a role. One could safely venture the proposition that to
have appellate review, one needed litigation; to have litigation, one had to

39. Id. at 582, 67 S.E. at 711-12.
40. The issues are outlined in P. DEVLIN, THE ENFORCEMENT OF MORALS (1965) and

H. HART, LAW, LIBERTY AND MORALITY (1963).
41. Redd v. State, 7 Ga. App. 575, 582, 67 S.E. 709, 712 (1910).
42. This path of development was not a rarity in other jurisdictions. "The first shell ...

to be discharged in the robed ranks of the legal divines contains the gunpowder of
their own failure to consider literature as sui generis, of its own kind. They have
failed to consider the nature and function of literature; they have sought to com-
press literature into one of the pre-established categories of the law. . . . An en-
deavor to portray faithfully the lives of degenerate Georgia 'crackers' is governed by
the rule forbidding the exposure of 'one's private parts in public.' The literary
stream of consciousness receives the same legal contemplation as exhibitionist sex
orgies." ALPERT, supra note 2 at 70-71.

43. Gore v. State, 79 Ga. App. 696, 54 S.E.2d 669 (1949).
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have a person suspected of breaking the law. Written sources to explain
the lack of cases were non-existent, but observers of the Georgia legal
scene did have an insight. There was little or no appellate review because
there was insufficient traffic in obscene books and pictures during the
period to generate much litigation. If an occasional fellow like Montross
with his Gazette ran afoul of a local sheriff or chief of police, no one ap-
pealed the verdict, and for all practical purposes, the case, if there was
one, remained lost to the prying eyes of a later generation. The peddler
of obscene pictures and smutty books behind the school house, if caught
and convicted, was not likely to possess sufficient funds to appeal. And
often, police in small communities would simply drive out of town such
an undesirable character, after confiscating his objectionable merchandise.
The key factor was the small amount of obscene matter circulated through
the state, and this small amount was insufficient to arouse a public outcry
and demands for stricter police action.

One must also remember that the federal mail prosecutions and importa-
tion seizure cases for obscenity may have kept much material from the
Georgia communities,4 4 and the existence of the federal laws permitted the
federal authorities to prosecute in cases which would otherwise have been
left to the state courts. Too, most of the large book publishing companies
were located in the northeast, and the state agents in New York and
Massachusetts were quick to press a prosecution against a questionable
publication. If judged obscene in Boston or New York City, a publisher
was less inclined to print and distribute the book when a sizable portion
of the market was off-limits to him. 45 One might hypothesize then, that
the federal courts and the courts of New York and Massachusetts monop-
olized much of the task of keeping pure the printed word. The publishing
houses could afford the appeals, but few such firms existed in Georgia and
these dealt mostly with legal and scholarly works.

An additional factor was the relatively great degree of homogeneity in
the state. To be sure, old ideas of thought in many fields were gradually
passing away, but traditional standards of sex and community morality
remained widely held, if not always practiced, among the general popula-
tion. Despite the tensions produced by the movement of rural folk into
the towns and cities, the old puritanical values re-asserted themselves and
appeared to maintain a tight grip on the popular mind. Variation from
the sexual norm was wrong, and the people of the state generally refused
to tolerate open flaunting of the rules.

That these factors were present was most notable, but to establish a
causal connection among them all or between any two would be almost
impossible. However, it seems reasonable that the interaction of these

44. E.g., United States v. Bennett, 24 F. Cas. 1093 (No. 14,571) (S.D.N.Y. 1897).
45. See generally M. ERsNr and A. SCHWARTZ, THE SEARCH FOR THE OBSCENE (1964,); M.

ERNST and SEAGLE, To THE Puaa . . . (1928); ROBERT HANEY, COMSTOCKERY IN
AMEuCA (1960); TRIAL OF D. M. BENNET-T (S. Ninsdale ed. 1879).
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factors in some fashion helped to forestall litigation, and consequently, ap-
pellate review.

The years following the Second World War witnessed the state's first
major campaign against obscene literature. Perhaps foremost in effecting
change was the "paperback revolution" and the numerical increase of the
"girlie" magazines. 46 Before 1940, most books were available only in hard-
cover editions, and the retail prices of these books confined them generally
to libraries and to literate families with above-average incomes. While the
contents of some of these hard-cover books, which passed inspection before
the courts of Massachusetts and New York, might have offended some
Georgians, their selling prices limited their number within the state. The
local librarian could always remove from the shelves a book found of-
fensive to the community's tastes, or could restrict a borderline book to
adult circulation. In other words, obscene literature was available to the
teenage group of the population, but when parents and church and civic
groups saw that it was easily obtainable, they became alarmed, lest the
published filth poison the minds of the state's youth.

The "paperback revolution" ushered in an era of increased accessibility
to literature of all types, including what the generation would call ob-
scenity. A spicy novel would sell for $ .30 instead of for $3, and some of
the older works, rich in sex appeal but thought safe enough for adults,
became common purchases for the first time in history by teenagers. In
addition, the medium of the paperback book encouraged some publishers
to prepare some books only in paperback to appeal to the new adolescent
market. Sometimes, such books delivered a heavy dosage of sexual episodes
for those daring enough to turn the pages, and publishers directed hack
writers to grind out a steady stream of promiscuity and perversity to ap-
peal to the baser segment of the paperback clientele. 47

At the same time, the prosperity and changing moral standards after
the war contributed to the rising popularity of the "girlie" magazine. Fea-
turing nude and semi-nude photographs of women, the magazine publishers
laid their wares in a setting of art or fashion to disguise the evil intent
-or so many parents thought as they witnessed grade-school children cast-
ing lusty looks at the newsstand and corner drug store displays. Further-
more the price of the "girlie" magazine was certainly within reach of
Junior's allowance.

Perhaps partly as a reaction to the loosening moral standards a religious
revival of sorts gripped the nation after 1950. The "Back-to-God" move-
ment stressed many of the same puritanical standards which had clamored

46. Rorty, The Harassed Pocket-Book Publishers, 15 ANTIOCH REV. 411 (1956).
47. Sorokin has captured the spirit of much of this literature. "The sham literature of

our age is designed for the commercial cultivation, propagation and exploitation of
the most degraded forms of behavior. . . . The world of this popular literature is
a sort of human zoo, inhabited by raped, multilated and murdered females and he-
males outmatching in bestiality any caveman and outlusting the lusting animals.
P. SOROKIN, THE AMERICA SEx REVOLUTION 24 (1956).
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for approval in the decades following the Civil War. Parents and religious
groups became conscious of the evil influences in their communities and
set out to purify the civic temple-the body politic. To them one of the
most obvious and open sores of immorality was the ever-present obscene
literature available to persons of all ages. This flaunting of community
standards of decency would have to cease, the groups maintained. The
National Office for Decent Literature aided local unofficial efforts to curb
the sale of obscene matter, and in Georgia community feeling reached such
a fever pitch of intensity that the governor and General Assembly were
moved to action.48

The year 1953 witnessed the creation of the Georgia Literature Com-
mission, an official agency designed to rid the state of obscene literature.
The chairman was Dr. James P. Wesberry, minister of Atlanta's Morning-
side Baptist Church.49 Governor Herman E. Talmadge announced to the
people that the legislature established the Commission to rid "our news-
stands of lewd and obscene literature which are [sic] deleterious to the
morals and good order of our communities and state." Talmadge reminded
the electorate "that the publication of lurid comic books, lascivious maga-
zines and other lewd literature is a profitable undertaking." Government
action was necessary because the "publishers are loathe to give up these ill-
gotten profits, realized at the expense of our entire society."5 0

The implementing statute of 1953 contained a definition of obscenity
first noted in the Holcombe case of 1908. " 'Obscene literature' shall mean
any literature offensive to the chastity or modesty, expressing or presenting
to the mind or view something that purity and decency forbids [sic] to be
exposed." 5' 1 The act empowered the governor to appoint three citizens to
the Commission which would then "make such investigations as may be
necessary into all sales of literature which they have reason to suspect is
detrimental to the morals of the citizens of this State." 52 The procedure

48. For a summary of NODL's work, see Lockhart and McClure, supra note 11.
49. The other two members of the Commission were Hubert L. Dyar, Royston newspaoer

owner, and William R. Boswell, a Greensboro theater owner. Boswell resigned in 1961
and Governor Vandiver appointed R. Clayton Bowers, principal of Troup County
High School. Bowers resigned in 1964 and was succeeded by Marcus B. Calhoun, a
Thomasville attorney.

John Milton apparently had little regard for the state-appointed censor. "If he
be of such worth as behooves him, there cannot be a more tedious and unpleasing
journeywork, a greater loss of time levied upon his head, than to be made the
perpetual reader of unchosen books and pamphlets . . . [and] we may easily forsee
what kind of licensers we are to expect hereafter, either ignorant, imperious, and

remiss, or basely pecuniary." AREOPAGITICA 20-21 (Everyman ed., 1927).
50. J. WESBERRY, EVERY CITIZEN HAS A RIGHT TO KNOW: A REPORT OF THE GEORGIA

LITERATURE COMMISSION (1954). But one might even be suspicious of the good inten-
tions of government. "Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect
liberty when the Government's purposes are beneficent. Men born to freedom are
naturally alert to repel invasions of their liberty by evil-minded rulers. The greate~i
dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning b'it
without understanding." Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 479 (1928) (dis-
senting opinion, Brandeis, J. .

51. GA. CODE ANN. §26-6301a (b) (1953 Rev.).
52. GA. CODE ANN. §26-6304a (1953 Rev.).
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was largely informal. The Commission would examine literature noted
in complaints from citizens around the state. If the Commission found a
book to be obscene, the agency would notify "the offending party, or
parties, thirty (30) days prior to recommending prosecution" to the solici-
tor-general of the proper judicial circuit.53

As the Commission began operation, the members adopted several
criteria to aid its work.

What is the general and dominant theme? What degree of sin-
cerity of purpose is evident? What is the literary or scientific
worth? What channels of distribution are employed? What are
the contemporary attitudes of reasonable men toward such matters?
What types of readers may reasonably be expected to peruse the
publication? Is there evidence of pornographic interest? What im-
pression will be created in the mind of the reader upon reading
the work as a whole?54

These criteria would take into account not only the work itself but the
probable readers and the method of advertising and distribution. Using a
contextual approach here, the Commission ostensibly applied a method
not adopted by the United States Supreme Court until 1966. 5 5

In reviewing the literature, the commissioners encountered a problem,
for regardless of the criteria applied, judgment of obscenity in a particular
case might not meet with court approval. As ,Vesberry stated,

[D]etermining what is or is not obscene would not be difficult for
me to do personally. Not for one single moment would I ever
hesitate to express my own personal opinion, but there is a large
amount of literature published which, though obnoxious to me,
would probably not get a guilty verdict in the courts. A personal
opinion and one that will hold in the courts are two different
matters.56

With varying views of community standards, literary worth, sincerity of
purpose and the like, the outcome in any particular case or hearing would
depend largely on the individuals making the judgment. Try as one might
to establish definite and exact criteria, the determination in a given in-
stance would be interpretative, and therefore human. However, by stating
the factors they would consider, the commissioners made it plain from the
start that their targets would consist primarily of cheap pulp-paper books

53. GA. CODE ANN. §26-6305a (1953 Rev.) .
54. J. Vesberry, Georgia Scrubs Its Newsstands, 70 CHRISTIAN CENTURY 1498 (1953).
55. Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966) . If the appointed censors question

the motives of those who write about sex, others have questioned the motives of the
censors. "Censorship has an inevitable attraction for the least enlightened and most
intolerant and regressive elements in society, those who throughout history are
forever trying to put not only themselves iuto uniforms, but everyone else too.
It is for this reason that the issue of pornography is an important one; it has been
used, as blasphemy once was, to justify censorship." J. Chandos, "Unicorns at Play,"
To DEPRAVE AND CORRUPr 206 (1962).

56. J. WESBERRY, supra note 50, at 58.
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and nudist magazines. The classics and works by established authors, sup-
posedly had nothing to fear.

In addition to this contextual approach embodied in the criteria, the
Commission adopted a definition of obscenity which harkened to Hol-
combe and to a more absolute standard. Obscenty, then, included anything
offensive to the senses, repulsive, disgusting, foul, filthy, offensive to
modesty or decency, impure, unchaste, indecent, lewd and going beyond
mere rudeness or uncouthness. The Commission decided, however, not to
condemn material which, though "erotic to the neurotic" would give "no
offense to persons of balanced mentality."5 7 This adjectival parade was
even closer to Judge Powell's definition in Holcombe than was the statu-
tory definition. Truly, armed with both contextual and absolute approaches,
the Commission could conceivably find obscenity in every corner of the
state, from newsstands to church libraries.

The statute left to the commissioners the task of developing their own
operating procedure. Presumably, with only three members and a small
staff, the Commission could not tour the state making obscenity inspections,
for such exactitude would leave little time for examination of the suspected
nuggets. But this problem need not have bothered the commissioners, for
aroused parents and groups throughout the state were only too happy to
cooperate by mailing questionable matter to Wesberry.58 So, printed pages
crammed with accounts of sexual exploits and with the shapely figures of
nude women began to fill the Commissioner's hopper.

With sufficient grist for the mill at hand, Wesberry and the other two
members developed their plan of attack on the pornography peddlers. As
the statute read, the Commission would request prosecutions in instances
where the distributors did not heed the finding of obscenity by withdraw-
ing the offensive matter from sale. In fact, however, the Commissioner
established a policy of "mutual cooperation," under which the distributors
voluntarily removed questionable literature from the market. From the
Commission's point of view, "mutual cooperation" was the best of all pos-
sible worlds, for the policy insured maximum effect for the Commission's
findings and minimum risk of review, and possible reversal, by the courts.
Essentially extra-legal censorship, Wesberry and his two associates would
examine the material submitted to them by persons throughout the state. 59

The three then agreed on the probable obscenity of the material, and
mailed a list of the "obscene" books to the distributors and retail dealers.
During the first few years of the Commission's life, the distributors co-
operated with the agency, withdrawing from sale those books and maga-
zines deemed obscene by the commissioners. Wesberry was genuinely fearful

57. Supra note 54, at 1498.
58. No one ever thought that these mailings were in some instances violations of the

postal obscenity law.
59. But as Paul Freund has noted, "Civil liberties, like substantive law itself, frequently

inheres in the interstices of procedure and are none the worse for it." Freund, The
Supreme Court and Civil Liberties, 4 VAND. L. REv. 533 (1951).
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that a prosecution would result in a court's voiding the entire statute
creating the Commission, as an unconstitutional form of prior restraint. 60

The Commission's impact was great on the distribution of literature
within 'Georgia, and the effect was more extensive when distributors began
exercising selection on their own, in hopes of pleasing and appeasing the
commissioners. Actually then, this extra-legal censorship secured the re-
moval from the newsstands of matter the Commission had not had time
to examine. For example, The Southland News Company of Chattanooga,
Tennessee, announced in April of 1953 that its distribution policy would
comply with the findings of the Commission.

As a matter of voluntary cooperation in this effort, we have re-
moved . . .at least twenty-five publications from sale. We are not
censors but certainly there are some publications that are so low
that they should not be sold .... [W]e have removed a total of
eight (8) volumes-six (6) magazines and two (2) books.6x

So, given the Commission's broad definition of obscenity and the distribu-
tors' willing cooperation, much material disappeared from the market-
materal which most courts would have never judged obscene.

Of course, as Wesberry freely admitted, the distributors did not have to
heed the Commission's finding. Conceivably, a distributor could take the
monthly list of obscene materials and order a double quantity in hopes of
higher sales if the obscenity of a book or a magazine became a disputed
issue.6 2 If the distributor disregarded the findings and continued to make
the material available, he was entitled to a hearing during which he could
present evidence to the contrary. The Commission would, however, pre-
sumably re-affirm its original decision, and put the wayward distributor
on 30 days notice for prosecution.

At first, the mere suggestion of obscenity was sufficient. No distributor
was anxious to arouse community antagonism by peddling books "lewd
enough to even make the devil blush."6 3 In fact, Wesberry could say in
January of 1954 that his agency had "accomplished much in its short life."
"We have suggested the withdrawal from sale of five pocket books, three
so-called flapper pamphlets, one picture pamphlet, and one art magazine."
But Wesberry had yet to recommend anyone's prosecution.6 4

The explanation for this cooperation required an understanding of the.

60. That censorship was institutionalized changed its character. The censor "has a
professional interest in finding things to suppress. His career depends upon
the record he makes. He is often acutely responsive to interests which demand sup-
pression-interests which he himself represents-and not so well attuned to the
more scattered and less aggressive forces which support free expression." Emerson,
The Doctrine of Prior Restraint, 20 LAw AND CONTEMP. PROB. 648, 659 (1955).

61. Minutes, April 25, 1953, meeting of the Georgia Literature Commission.
62. The Commission did not publicize the questioned books for fear that "revealing them

would skyrocket their sales." Supra note 54, at 70.
63. J. WESBERRY, supra note 50, at 8.
64. Bulletin, American Book Publishers Council, February 9, 1954, p. 14.
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milieu in which the distributors existed. 65 True, the distributors received
the monthly list but so did the nearly 2000 retail dealers across Georgia.
Almost all of these retailers were druggists and others whose interest in
selling magazines was purely secondary. Given the presence of community
"decent literature" groups which the Commission openly encouraged, the
druggists and others, themselves members of the community, found coop-
eration easier than resistance. To be sure, the corner drug store might make
a valiant stand against the Commission, but even if successful against the
censorship in court, the druggist would incur the wrath of his neighbors
-and customers-for dispensing mental poison to the town's youth. And
with the reluctance of the retailer to stock questioned books and magazines,
the distributors themselves simply withdrew the designated titles and num-
bers from circulation and perused their own shelves for matter which at
some future date might fire a civic group to action. Besides, as long as the
Commission directed concern toward the cheap pulp books written mostly
for their sex appeal, the distributors were hard-pressed to justify the sale
of items which even they found valueless. The honeymoon of "mutual co-
operation," however, came to an abrupt close when the Commission broad-
ened its obscenity search to such a degree that the extra-legal censorship
began to strike the financial funny-bone.

Some publishers threatened the Commission in federal court, and Wes-
berry then realized that change was inevitable.66 The Commission's work
had passed under the judicial microscope unscathed, but only because
Commission spokesmen promised reform. 67 Federal review of state ob-
scenity convictions was a common occurrence after 1956, and being con-
vinced of the unconstitutionality of the Commission's extra-legal censor-
ship, the publishers became more willing to risk a state conviction as the
prospects for a federal reversal grew brighter.

In 1958, the legislature responded to the narrow escape the Commission

65. The distributors cooperated, but some publishers were less than overjoyed with the
trend. Dan Lacy, managing director of the American Book Publishers Council, pro-
tested the Commission's policy in a letter to Wesberry in early 1954. "If it is unlawful
under the statutes of Georgia as interpreted in the light of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to sell a certain book in Georgia, this ought to be established to
guarantee an opportunity for defense under due process of law. If it is not unlawful, it
is highly improper for the state of Georgia to attempt through pressures short of
prosecution, to restrain a person from doing what he is legally free to do." Id. at 14.

66. For details on the unsuccessful efforts by the publishers, see Horace Weldon Fleming,
Jr., The Georgia Literature Commission: Attempts to Stifle Obscenity 104-06 (Un-
published M. A. Thesis, University of Georgia, 1966) . Fleming's treatment on the
Commission is the most exhaustive available and provided useful background for the
summary of the Commission's work presented here. Mr. Fleming's thesis served as the
basis of his article, The Georgia Literature Commission, 18 M.Re.R L. Rev. 325
(1967).

67. A Rhode Island commission, similar to Wesberry's would notify publishers and dis-
tributors if it felt certain books to be obscene. Threats of prosecution followed fihlire
to remove designated items from the shelves. In condemning the procedure, Justice
Brennan said that "[T]he record amply demonstrates that the Commission deliberate-
ly set about to achieve the suppression of publications deemed 'objectionable' and
succeeded in its aim." Bantam Books v. Sullivan 372 U.S. 58, 67 (1963).
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had experienced in federal court and to the Roth decision by the United
States Supreme Court. Rejecting the broad concept of obscenity propounded
by Judge Powell in the Holcombe case, the amended statute declared that
obscene literature

shall mean any literature which if, considered as a whole, its pre-
dominant appeal is prurient interests, i.e., a shameful or morbid
interest in nudity, sex, or excretion, and if it goes substantially
beyond customary limits of candor in description or representa-
tion of such matters. 68

In addition the legislature directed the Commission to seek direct injunc-
tions to halt the sale and distribution of obscene literature. Here, the
purpose was to lodge determination of obscenity in the courts rather than
with the Commission, "thus removing any direct power of censorship from
the Commission." 69 Although the legislature tinkered with the formal ma-
chinery, one could doubt that the actual operation and effect of the Com-
mission would be different. Even under the procedure contained in the
1953 act, a conviction for selling obscene literature would follow only
after a judicial determination. In large part, the impact of the Commission
on the trial would depend on the weight given to the Commission's find-
ings by the judge and jury. An attitude of deference toward the rulings of
the Commission would in effect still lodge even direct censorship powers
with the agency. But, since the Commission did not secure a single prosecu-
tion before the 1958 amendments, remarks about the effect of the Com-
mission on an obscenity trial prior to that date would be purely specula-
tive. 0

If challenges by the publishers in federal courts had given heart to the
distributors, two injunctions secured in 1958 caused many dealers to have
second thoughts. Perhaps cooperation was preferable to harassment by the
Commission, and community groups were quick to applaud stores which
publicly refused to sell obscene literature. The dealer lived in a commun-
ity with his customers, and rarely did he feel the urge to perish financially
as a martyr for a free press.

Additional changes occurred in the Commission's statute, which re-
flected recent United States Supreme Court decisions and a more reasoned
judgment regarding practical ways to halt the sales of obscene literature.
In Smith v. California71 the United States Supreme Court ruled that the

68. Ga. Laws 1958, p. 391.
69. Fleming, supra note 66, at 110. Citations are to Fleming's M.A. thesis rather than

to his article.
70. As late as 1964, the Commission reviewed 427 pieces of material during the year, and

was able to secure voluntary removal of about 40% of it from public sale. Fleming,
thcsis, supra note 66, at 116-117. The Commission's first legal efforts were in 1958
against two books in DeKalb County Superior Court. The court enjoined the
further sale of TURBULENT DAUGHTLRS and RAMBLING MAIDS. Fleming, thesis, supra
note 66, at 124.

71. 361 U.S. 147 (1959).
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state could hold a dealer responsible for selling obscene literature only
if the dealer knew the matter was obscene. This new requirement presented
a major obstacle to obscenity prosecutions-how would one prove the ele-
ment of scienter?72 Thoughtful legislators reasoned that the current method
placed too great a burden on the dealer and distributor whom the state
could not perhaps fairly hold accountable for the contents of hundreds of
books and magazines sold over the counters every day. Why not place
this responsibility on the author and publisher who would have the most
intense interest in a particular book or magazine?

The change in focus from dealer and distributor to publisher and book
became law in 1964 when the legislature empowered the Commission to
seek an in rem action against the book or magazine itself, with the pub-
lisher and author named as respondents. 73 This amendment rested the
defense of the book with the publisher rather than with the distributors
and retailers who might have no provable knowledge of the contents. The
finding of obscenity in a declaratory judgment would itself not impute
criminality in the seller, but would put all retailers and distributors on
guard against future sales.

Armed with the authority to seek declaratory judgments, the Commis-
sion could proceed with the task of purifying the state without fear that
hasty action would produce a conviction appealable to the Supreme Court
of the United States. The Commission calculated that once a court issued
a declaratory judgment the distributors would remove the material from
the stands without further protest. And, for a while at least, the calcula-
tion proved correct.

In Columbus, a citizens group became fired with enthusiasm and under-
took a campaign against obscenity. After a few months of labor, they real-
ized they had accomplished little, for they had failed to secure the coopera-
tion of local retailers. In July of 1965, a committee of civic and church
leaders" urged Wesberry and the Commission to intervene in the Columbus
struggle.

The Commission responded by pledging its full support to the
local committee. But despite the combined efforts of both the
local citizens' group and the Commission, the retailers still refused
to cooperate.7 4

The next step was the initiation of legal proceedings against a "carefully
chosen publication in order to demonstrate their legal power to these re-
tailers and make them receptive to the demands of the local anti-obscenity
group. ' '75 The choice was Sin Whisper.

Wesberry, along with commissioners Dyar and Calhoun, filed a petition

72. For a discussion of scienter, see Comment, The Requirement of Scienter in Obscenity
Statutes, 9 DE PAUL L. REv. 250 (1960).

73. GA. CODE ANN. §26-6306a.1 (Supp. 1967).
74. Fleming, thesis, supra note 66 at 127.
75. Id. at 126.
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in the Muscogee County Superior Court seeking a declaration that Sin
Whisper was obscene. The petition named the book as defendant and the
author, publisher, distributor, and retailer as respondents.

The book was a pulp paperback novel, poorly written, and presented
the tale of one lost and lonely lad who bounced from one girl to another
in a string of sexual episodes. The leading male character committed
suicide at the end, when he found his most recent love in a lesbian relation-
ship with another girl-but the suicide came only after he had killed both
girls in a final bloody bedroom scene. The theme, if any, seemed to be
that one could not find happiness in sexual promiscuity. The book was
hardly good literature, and no doubt the cheapness of the paper used in
the printing was indicative of the quality and lasting worth of the work
itself. Sin Whisper did not employ the crude and coarse language so freely
administered to readers by Henry Miller, nor was the novel explicit in
naming parts of the anatomy as in some works by D. H. Lawrence. While
the suggestion of sexual intercourse was intense and very present, the
author left most of the erotica to the reader's imagination.7 6

The Commission felt Sin Whisper would probably shock the Muscogee
Court sufficiently to secure the declaratory judgment. The most important
motivating factor was the belief that a solid judgment against the book
would enhance the effectiveness of the anti-obscenity campaign of Colum-
bus. Wesberry's petition contended, therefore, that Sin Whisper was a book

of obscene nature, composed almost entirely of obscene and re-
pugnant passages devoted to lengthy and vivid accounts of prepara-
tion for and acts of sexual promiscuity and misbehavior between
its main characters, and that when the entire book is taken or con-
sidered as a whole, it has as its predominant appeal prurient in-
terests (i.e., a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sex, or
excretion), going substantially beyond the customary limits of
candor in description or representation of such matters. 77

The Commission requested a finding of probable cause, an order for
a special hearing to show cause, a hearing on the question of obscenity,
and an adjudication of obscenity. At the hearing to determine obscenity,
Judge Alvan Davis heard three witnesses speak against and one speak for
the book. All four had taught English and literature at the high school
and college levels. The publisher, Corinth Publications, attempted to show
that the book did not appeal to the prurient interests of the average man
and that the book did not go substantially beyond customary limits of
candor. Counsel for Sin Whisper argued that the book was no more ob-
scene than Lady Chatterley's Lover, The Thiefs Journal, Our Lady of the
Flowers, Tropic of Cancer, Candy, Juliette, and Last Exit from Brooklyn,
all of which were on sale in Muscogee County. Or, as Louis D. Becker

76. The above opinion is this writer's, not the Commission's.
77. Corinth Publications v. Wesberry, 221 Ga. 704, 146 S.E.2d 764 at 766 (1966).
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explained the idea of customary limits of candor in his testimony before
Judge Davis,

Well, it seems to me that the way one gets them, the way I get
them, is from what is seen in the community and what I read;
that is, that which is allowable in the community.78

Counsel for Sin Whisper identified graphically the problem of proving
prurience when he cross-examined Mrs. Dorothy Hatfield, a witness for the
state.

Q. Would you tell me what you understand to be the statutory
definition of obscene?
A. The statutory definition?
Q. Yes, in the Georgia statute.
A. Shameful, dealing with sex, dealing with nudity, dealing with
-1 guess the Georgia-
Q. Yes, ma'am, the Georgia statute which is relevant to this case.
A. I believe that's as much as I understand about it.
Q. That's as much as you recall about the statute?
A. I believe so.
Q. You don't recall a predominant appeal being to prurient
interests?
A. Well, I think that's pretty much the same, except possibly with
the emphasis on the description of sexual acts and people who
are-
Q. You know the meaning of the word "prurient," I take it?
A. Yes.
Q. This book didn't appeal to any prurient interest of yours, did
it? I don't mean to be impertinent but the fact is the book bored
you, didn't it?
A. I found it repetitious.
Q. And in fact it didn't appeal to your prurient interest because
it was so boring, isn't that right?
A. It was repetitious to me.
Q. And would you answer the first part of the question. Did it
appeal to your prurient interest?
A. It appealed to nothing, sir, no interest of mine.
Q. Well, then, how do you know it would appeal to somebody's
prurient interest if it didn't appeal to yours?
A. I have no way of knowing what would appeal to somebody.
Q. Well, if I told you that the statute requires that before your
testimony can be that the book is obscene, that then it must have
its predominant appeal to prurient interest. Now, if you will ac-
cept my statement of that, this book cannot be obscene, can it?
A. The book is obscene. 79

That one of the key witnesses for the prosecution would not admit pruri-
ence did not deter Judge Davis from finding Sin Whisper obscene.

At this point, the Supreme Court of Georgia, aloof from the obscenity

78. Record, at 111, Corinth Publications v. Wesberiv, 221 Ga. 704, 1216 S.E.2d 76,1 (1966).
79. Id. at 103-04.
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struggle for years, became involved. On appeal, Justice Grice spoke, for a
unanimous bench in affirming the ruling from the Muscogee Court. In a
short opinion, Grice gave little attention to the claim of non-obscenity
made by Corinth Publications.

This adjudication is amply supported by the evidence. In our
view, the book is filthy and disgusting. Further description is not
necessary, and we do not wish to sully the pages of the reported
opinions of this court with it.80

Though they had engaged in battle, few of the justices were exuberant.
According to statements made by the late Mr. Justice Eugene Cook of the
Georgia Supreme Court, the justices were not anxious to review obscenity
convictions or judgments.

We would much rather leave the ruling to the judge or jury de-
pending on whether it is an appeal from a declaratory judgment
or a criminal conviction. We like to review simply for sufficient
evidence-otherwise we have to read that stuff in detail 8 1

Another Georgia judge commented that the standards set by the United
States Supreme Court were so vague, that one was left purely with his
personal opinion. The Georgia justices would prefer the decision on ob-
scenity to reside with the local community with "local community" defined
as the judge or jury bearing the case.

There seemed to be general agreement that obscenity determinations
would be easier to secure in declaratory judgment actions than in criminal
prosecutions. In the former, only the book was on trial, but in the latter,
the jury would consider the obscenity of the book along with the possible
fine and prison sentence to be levied on the seller, perhaps the town
druggist. One judge especially found the declaratory judgment method the
best for combating obscenity. The method is more likely to produce rulings
which keep the newsstands clean, but on the other hand gives the seller a
chance to clean up before punishment comes.8 2

80. Corinth Publication v. Wesberry, 221 Ga. 704, 710, 146 S.E.2d 764, 768 (1966). On
June 13, 1966, the publisher filed a petition for a writ of certiorari in the United
States Supreme Court, and the Court reversed the Georgia Supreme Court. 388 U.S.
448 (1967).

81. Statements made by the late justice in a personal conference with the author.
82. Only a few of the appellate judges have expressed alarm over the extra-legal activities

of the Commission, and these men went so far as to label Wesberry's work "mob
rule." For most of the judiciary, however, the literature suppressed by the Commis-
sion has been so despicable that almost any successful method seems justified. Along-
side the work of the Commission, the statute books continued to display the state
anti-obscenity law, dating from the legislative session of 1878-1879. The broadcasting
and motion picture industries within the state secured an amendment in 1956 ex-
empting radio and television stations, newspapers, and motion picture theaters from
the provisions of the act, but the Georgia Supreme Court voided the statute in 1962
because the law as amended amounted to a denial of equal protection. See Ga. Laws
1956, p. 801; see also Simpson v. State, 218 Ga. 337, 127 S.E.2d 907 (1962). The
legislature enacted a new statue in 1963 forbidding the sale of obscene matter in
much the same language as the first. However, the General Assembly omitted
the discriminatory clause from the 1963 act and replaced the "debauch the morals"
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Other than the decision in Corinth Publications upholding the consti-
tutionality of the Literature Commission, the Supreme Court of Georgia
remained cut off from the workings of that agency. The official anti-obscen-
ity office brought few legal actions which could have resulted in supreme
court review, and when presented with the chance, the justices tended to
look with favor on the goals, the methods, and the results of the Commis-
sion.

In the field of written obscenity, the Georgia Supreme Court has had
little impact. While the court provided a definition of obscenity in early
opinions, the cases usually concerned offensive language and behavior.
The court laid the foundations of the state's obscenity law on a surface
of hot tempers and riotous living. A lack of litigation prevented the court
from giving any serious consideration to the whole question of obscene
literature.

When the battle against obscenity began in earnest after the Second
World War, the state created a quasi-judicial body with, in a sense, both
original and appellate jurisdiction, which mapped overall strategy against
the filth peddlers and which sparked local guerrilla operations against the
newsstands and corner drugstores. Given the reluctance of the Literature
Commission to prosecute a vendor, there was again a void of litigation
and thus no review by the supreme court of the Commission's work. When
the court finally ruled in a case originally begun by the Commission, the
focus was on the obscenity of the book and not on the Commission's extra-
legal methods of operation. In fact no record existed of a state court suit
concerning these extra-legal activities of the Commission.

The appellate cases in Georgia involving obscenity exhibited surprising-
ly little impact from the decisions of the United States Supreme Court in
the same field. Legislative changes incorporated the Roth test into the
relevant statutes, and the Georgia courts at least recognized the applicability
of free speech standards. But the Georgia Supreme Court did not give
serious discussion in the reports to some of the key questions debated
throughout the country since Roth. To what community should the court
refer when applying community standards?8 3 How does one detect prurient
interest?84 What is dominant appeal? Of what importance is the target
group and the advertising in determining obscenity?85 Some of these ques-
tions entered the appellate opinions during the early years of the century,

clause with the Roth definition of obscenity See Ga. Laws 1963, p. 87, 79. In 1961, the
Georgia Supreme Court refused to consider the constitutionality of the old law with
the 1956 amendments, and the court of appeals in the same case read the require-
ment of scienter into the statute and affirmed the conviction. See Williams v. State,
217 Ga. 312, 122 S.E.2d 229 (1961), and Williams v. State, 105 Ga. App. 226, 124
S.E.2d 448 (1962).

83. See Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. 502 (1966) ; Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184 (1964).
84. See Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966).
85. Id.
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but they had no part in the writings from the bench after the real war on
obscene literature began in 1945.

Conversations with Georgia appellate judges have simply revealed a
hesitancy to provide leadership in obscenity law, but they have rarely had
the opportunity. Moreover, many of the Georgia judges indicated a decided
unwillingness to concern themselves with the issues and questions raised
in any discussion of written obscenity. They appeared only too happy to
leave the problem with the United State Supreme Court, to solve if it
could, or to muddle it if it must.


